Can CT imaging improve targeting accuracy in clip-based proton therapy of ocular melanoma?
To evaluate the benefit of adding CT imaging to the simulation process of clip-based proton therapy of ocular melanomas. For thirty ocular melanoma cases, the clip position in the eye model was determined based on orthogonal radiographs as well as on a CT image set. The geometrical shift of the clips between the standard simulation process and standard simulation process with addition of CT imaging (CT-guided) was determined. The dosimetric impact was evaluated by developing treatment plans based on both the standard-process model and the CT-guided model. In 40% of the studied cases, the difference in clip position between eye models created with and without CT was less than 0.5 mm. This difference was more than 1 mm in 17% of cases. The dosimetric impact of shifts below 1 mm was low because these shifts did not exceed the planning margins. For the four cases with a shift of more than 1 mm a reduction in target coverage (ΔV99%) of -3% to -6% was observed. Changes in macula and optic-disc mean dose of up to 16% and 35% of the prescribed dose were seen when these structures abutted the target. Adding CT imaging to the simulation process is beneficial in select cases where discrepancies between the eye model and ophthalmology measurements occur or where a critical structure is located close to the target and improved localization accuracy is wanted. For the majority of patients, addition of CT imaging does not result in quantifiable changes in dosimetry. Nevertheless, CT imaging is a valuable tool in the quality control of the modeling and treatment-planning process of clip-based eye treatments.